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Abstract
In this presentation, the author surveys the main ideas, insights and
motivations found in many of the IT Trendz BLOG posts and articles that
appeared in IBM Systems Magazine publications. The author focuses on
three main channels—IT Trendz, IBM Systems Magazine publications
and IBM Destination z.
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Introduction
This paper focuses on IT Trendz, IBM Systems Magazine publications and
Destination z. What are they? IT Trendz is a web log (BLOG) that is published once a
week on the IBM Systems Magazine website (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Banner for the IBM IT Trendz BLOG
There are a number of different IBM Systems Magazine articles (AIX, IBM i, Linux on
Power, Mainframe and Power) published on the web (see Figure 2) and in print.

Figure 2. Banner for the IBM Systems Magazine webpage
Destination z is a website (see Figure 3) that supports a community consisting of
IBM Z users, educators, business partners and IBMers. This community forms an
alliance designed to educate customers and prospects on the latest Z technology,
trends and resources.
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Figure 3. Banner for the IBM Destination z webpage
I am the blogger for IT Trendz and contribute frequently to the different magazines
and to Destination z. Since 2011, I have contributed over 340 BLOG posts and
articles.

IT Trend z BLOG
On October 7, 2013, I wrote the first IT Trendz BLOG post. It was called “Mainframe
Computers Created a Sense of Wonder in Me.” Since that time, I have kept a schedule
and have written one 600-800-word post (a short article) 50 weeks a year, taking
off two weeks at the end of December.

The Notion of a Series
In 2013, after a few weeks of blogging, I determined that it was best to come up with
a big idea and discuss it over several weeks. This relieved the pressure of coming up
with a new idea every week and made for more detailed explorations of topics
because I could use 2,000-3,000 words to write about a single topic. This was the
birth of the notion of a series.

Sample Series and Posts

Over 240 BLOG posts have appeared from 2013 to the present at
http://ibmsystemsmag.com/. Samples of the series and topics include:
Table 1. IT Trendz BLOG Post Series and Posts

Series: Things They Did Not
Teach Me in School
• Polyglot
• Pseudo-Conversational
Programming
• How to Automate an Entire
Software System

Series: System and Application
Testing on Enterprise Systems
• Enterprise Testing
• System Programmers and
System Testing Challenges
• Focus on Application Testing
• Future of Testing
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Table 1. IT Trendz BLOG Post Series and Posts (continued)

Series: Areas of Innovation in IT
• Mobility: The Chicken or the
Egg
• Cloud: The Chicken or the
Egg
• Roots of New Technology
• APIs: The Chicken or the Egg
• B2B Innovations
Series: How Applications are
Developed
• Natural Alignments of Styles
and Methods
• Development Methods and
Architectural Styles
Series: Exploration of
Middleware
• CICS and IMS Are Great Early
Middleware Model
• Supporting Remote
Procedure Calls
• Middleware Today Has
Diverse Areas of Support
Series: IT Project and Program
Management
• Do IT Projects Require
Special Attention?
• What Is the Promise of
Project Management?
• What Are the Biggest Project
Challenges?

Series: DevOps
• Exploring Enterprise DevOps
• Exploring DevOps Process
and Tools
• Changing Development and
Operating Ideas in IT

• What Determines
Development Methods and
Architectural Styles?

• Middleware Makes so Much
Productivity Possible
• N-Tier Architectures
• The Future of Middleware

• What Are the Key Project
Management Failures?
• What Are the Key Failures
With the Business
Dimension of Managing a
Project?
• What is Different About IT
Programs?
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An Example of a IT Trendz POST
sig·nif·i·cance – Virtualization from October 17, 2016
This week, I am continuing this series on significance (the quality of being worthy of
attention or importance). For this post, I want to focus on virtualization.
Dimensions of Virtualization
Virtualization is a broad topic where each branch of the virtualization tree has its
own history involving different researchers and companies who developed
products. Virtualization, in its many instantiations, like VMs, virtual address spaces,
virtual storage or virtual memory is a very important technology that has been
completely absorbed into the fiber of our daily computing from smartphones,
tablets, and PCs to distributed servers and mainframes.
Importance of Virtual Storage
Starting in the 1950s, there was primary and secondary storage. Programs and data
were stored in secondary storage like disk or tape and were loaded into primary
storage or computer memory to run (in the case of programs) or to be processed (in
the case of data). Virtual storage came later. Why virtual storage? It was created to
improve resource utilization. Primary storage was a limited resource and was easily
tied up with programs that could not keep the machine busy doing useful work.
Even in the beginning, the speed of the CPU was much greater than the speed of I/O,
so there was wasted time. A lot of it. Also, the programs were really cramped for
space, both internal working storage and executable instructions. Giving programs
(and programmers) access to a model where their programs could address a large
range of addresses allowed programs to grow in size and opened the door to highlevel languages where a larger program address space was necessary.
A Bit of History
In the early 1970s, IBM made virtual memory part of its OSes. A breakthrough
involving the virtualization of address ranges was badly needed because
multiprogramming had reached the limitations of real storage. Without some way to
logically expand the range of addresses available to multiple programs in memory,
computer technology was stuck. Multiprocessing was developed but unable to
prosper significantly because storage, not CPUs, was the bottleneck.
Virtual storage expanded real memory by implementing an arrangement whereby a
collection of programs could occupy a range of addresses that were much greater
than the limits of real storage on a given enterprise computer. A portion of each
program and its data were in real memory when it was being used and the other
parts were available for use when needed.
Built Into the Hardware
In virtual memory, the OS automatically brings needed program segments and data
into real memory from disk when it’s needed. The disk file that holds the overflow of
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programs and data is called a page data set and it’s shared across multiple address
spaces. There is more than one page data set in use to handle capacity and
performance needs. The OS manages this through a page fault—an automatic
process that doesn’t involve the programmer in any way.
Virtual storage has sig·nif·i·cance. Practically every computer system used today has
real memory, virtual memory, paging and page faults, multiprogramming and
multiprocessing. These elements and an OS that manages them are in the DNA of
modern computers. Like VS1 and MVS of the 1970s, today’s computers have ranges
of addresses occupied by applications that support many concurrent tasks. This OS,
address space and task convention is not unlike the scheme worked out in those
early days of IBM computing. Thank you to the IBM research team, led by David
Sayre, for showing that your virtual memory overlay system consistently worked
better than the best manually controlled systems.
IBM Systems Magazine publications
As I explained in the introduction, there are a number of different IBM Systems
Magazine content sections. These include AIX, IBM i, Linux on Power, Mainframe
and IBM Power Systems. Articles in these areas are published on the web and in
print. Using mainframe as an example, one can see there are different categories of
articles, such as business strategy or administrator, as show in Figure 4. Each
category, in turn, has a number of subcategories so the articles are well organized
and easy to access.

Figure 4. Sample Categories of Articles on the Mainframe Magazine webpage
Depending the on topic, the article might appear in more than one area on the web.
The article “REXX Language Helps Ensure Consistency of Applications Across
Platforms,” which was published in December 2017, appeared simultaneously in the
AIX, MAINFRAME and IBM i categories.
Sample Topics and Articles
Over the years, I have been interested in many key themes including system,
network and application management; application development; system
programming; open-source software, middleware, project and program
management; and z/OS, cloud and Linux. Table 2 contains a list of 16 sample
articles. Since 2011, I have published 77 articles in the magazines (note that some
are duplicates as the same article was made available in different channels).
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Table 2. IBM Systems Magazine Article Examples

REXX
REXX Language Helps Ensure
Consistency of Applications Across
Platforms | December 2017 | AIX,
MAINFRAME and IBM i

API Management
• Making Sense of APIs and the API
Economy | July 2017 |
MAINFRAME
• Benefit From Non-Disruptive
Modernization With IBM API
Connect | May 2017 |
MAINFRAME
Modernization
Open Source
• Modernize Legacy Systems to
• Workload-Specific Open-Source
Enable Full Potential | January
Solutions Offer Flexibility for
2017 | AIX, MAINFRAME and IBM
Success | March 2015 |
i
MAINFRAME
• Easily Modernize Applications to
• Choosing the Best Proprietary or
Stay Competitive | January 2017 |
Open-Source Applications |
AIX and MAINFRAME
September 2014 | MAINFRAME
Technology Challenges
Application Development
• Challenges of Managing
• Compare Waterfall, Prototyping,
Technology Despite Increasing
Incremental and Agile
Complexity | July 2016 |
Development Processes | April
MAINFRAME
2016 | POWER
• What Should I Do About All of
• Four Application Development
These Log Messages and Alerts in
Methods Have Unique Approaches
My Systems? | January 2014 |
| January 2016 | MAINFRAME
MAINFRAME
• DevOps Builds on Agile and Links
• IT Plays a Crucial Role in
Operations | February 2016 |
Continuous-Improvement Efforts |
MAINFRAME
June 2013 | MAINFRAME
• How DevOps Supports Dynamic
Needs of Web Applications |
September 2016 | POWER
Cloud
Project Management
• Five Reasons Why Cloud Matters | • Don’t Underestimate the
August 2015 | MAINFRAME
Importance of Good Project
Management | July 2015 | POWER
• Take Care When Building Your
Own Cloud Service | February
• The Importance of IT Project
2014 | MAINFRAME
Management | March 2015 |
MAINFRAME
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IBM Destination z
IBM Destination z is an IBM Z community of interest for Z users, educators, business
partners and IBMers. In addition to the website, you can sign up for the DzINSIDER
and get a monthly email.

Figure 5. Sample DzINSIDER Monthly Email
Since 2014, I have published 20 articles in Destination z. I have written about cloud
services, microservices, modernization, BYOD, virtualization, system and network
management, Linux, project management, Java, IT skills and learning, testing and IT
consolidation. Table 3 has sample articles.
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Table 3. IBM Destination z Article Examples

Cloud Services
• Cloud Coverage for the
Mainframe: Get a jumpstart on
your cloud by using a solution
from IBM
• Building the Best Shape for
Your Cloud: IBM Cloud
Management Suite for System z
has many key pieces to create a
successful system
• Building on Opportunity:
Integrate cloud and existing inhouse systems
Microservices
Are Microservices Right for You:
The architectural style addresses
today’s challenges of agility and
scalability of applications

Modernization
Planning for the Future: Java is at
the heart of application
modernization on the mainframe
Bring Your Own Device
Successful BYOD Experience:
Careful planning, clear
expectations are key

Virtualization
• Virtualization Today: VMs and
LPARs opened doors to testing
and increasing utilization of
computers
• More than VMs and LPARs: Early
enterprise systems virtualization
helped programmers work
better and faster

Systems and Network
Management
• A Successful Project: End-to-End
Monitoring and Management is
Worth the Effort
• The Right Tools: Be more
effective in end-to-end
monitoring and management
with the best products for the
job
Linux
The Value of Linux: Many options
add up to value and customization
IT Skills and Learning
Learning Opportunity: Ongoing
education a key factor to career
success
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